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wine-licence from the Stamp Office which was a substitute for a magisterial licence. See
note 101 to Chapter 6.
 (61)	An Account of the Endeavours that have been used to suppress Gaming Houses .. .
1722, p. 20.
 (62)	In Butcher Row and the Back of St Clements were (in 1790) some of the oldest
houses in London, built for the pioneers of the migration of the nobility from the City
westwards. Two houses five storeys high were decorated v.-ith the fleur-de-lis and tradition
ascribed this to the fact that Sully had lodged there. Malcolm scouts the legend and assigns
the houses to the period of the latter part of the Hundred Years' War - the decoration a
compliment to Henry V or VI. Their demolition was due to Alderman Pickett who carried
through a scheme for improving the approach to the City and getting rid of what had
become a nuisance. Shortly after the rebuilding was begun, war broke out and the
promoters were involved in heavy losses. Malcolm writes: *A stranger who had visited
London in 1790 would on his return in 1804 be astonished to find a spacious area (with the
church nearly in its centre) on the site of Butcher Row and some other passages undeserv-
ing of the name of streets which were composed of those wretched fabricks overhanging
their foundations, the receptacles of dirt in every comer of their projecting stories, die
bane of ancient London, where the plague with all its attendant horrors poured destruction
on the miserable inhabitants.... I never passed through the filth of these places without
fancying the dreadful cross on the doors, where it undoubtedly had often really appeared.
He that now passes St Clements area and is not grateful to the men who planned and the
Parliament who permitted, the removal of such streets and habitations, deserves to live in
a lazaretto*. (Londauum Redivivum9 HI, p. 397.)
Pickett Street was built on the site and was itself demolished for the building of the
Law Courts.
St Clements had long contained crowded alleys; in 1637 *In Lyndes Alley soe many
inmates and poore people pestered together that wee cannot find them out nor the
charges.' (c£ above, n. 23.)
(63)	In 1756 it was urged as a reason for building Blackfriars Bridge that the district
would be cleared out and rebuilt; it was then described as filled with 'laystalls and bawdy
houses, obscure pawnbrokers, gin-shops and alehouses; the haunts of strolling prostitutes,
thieves and beggars, who nestling thus in the heart of the City, become a nuisance which
it is worth all the money the bridge will cost to remove*. Part of this character it owed to
its nearness to the prisons of the Fleet, Ludgate and Newgate and the House of Correction
at Bridewell and, till the Fleet was built over (1747), to that terrible open sewer, the Fleet
ditch.
John Howes gives an interesting account of the reasons for which Edward VI gave
Bridewell to the City, which throws light on the state of this district in the sixteenth
century:
* Yt was lately buylded, and not without an infynite chardge, but the scytuation thereof
ys suche that all the cost was caste awaie, there was no coming to yt but throughe
stinckinge lanes and over a fylthy ditche which did so continually annoye the house that
the kinge had no pleasure in it. And therefore the kinge being requyred by the Cyttizens
to convene yt to so good a use, God moved his harte to bestowe yt to that use rather then
to be at any charge in keping of yt or to suffer yt to falle downe and not be profitable to
any. This I am suer was the reason mat moved the long, for at that tyme it stood voyde
and was daily spoylde by the kepers.' (A Brief Note of the Order and Manner oftfa
Proceedings in thefrst erection of the three Royal Hospitals... 1582, ed. by W. Lempriere,
1904.)

